Commercial Kangaroo Harvest Regions and Sub-Regions in South Australia (2020 - 2024)

COMMERCIAL KANGAROO HARVEST REGIONS AND SUB-REGIONS

WESTERN PASTORAL
1 MARLA-OODNADATTA (outside Dog Fence)
2 KINGOONYA
3 GAWLER RANGES
4 MARREE (outside Dog Fence)
5 MARREE (inside Dog Fence)

EASTERN PASTORAL
6 NORTH FLINDERS RANGES
7 NORTH EAST PASTORAL
8 EASTERN DISTRICTS
9 MALLEE

WESTERN AGRICULTURAL
10 EYRE WEST
11 EYRE EAST

EASTERN AGRICULTURAL
12 SOUTH FLINDERS
13 YORKE MID-NORTH

SOUTHERN AGRICULTURAL
14 HILLS & FLEURIEU
15 KANGAROO ISLAND
16 UPPER SOUTH EAST
17 LOWER SOUTH EAST

Kilometres
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